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A progressive, ecumenical magazine based in Chicago. Loyal to the church and open to the world.

The Christian Century | Thinking Critically. Living ...
[*]Professor of Law, Valparaiso University School of Law. U.S. Const. amend II. See generally David I. Caplan, Restoring the Balance: The Second Amendment Revisited, 5 Fordham Urb. L.J. 31, 40-41 (1976) (arguing that the first Congress stated that a well-regulated militia was "necessary" to the security of a free state, not just "sufficient," and that Congress recognized that the ordinary ...

THE HISTORY OF THE SECOND AMENDMENT - GunCite
Article I Legislative Branch Signed in convention September 17, 1787. Ratified June 21, 1788. A portion of Article I, Section 2, was changed by the 14th Amendment; a portion of Section 9 was changed by the 16th Amendment; a portion of Section 3 was changed by the 17th Amendment; and a portion of Section 4 was changed by the 20th Amendment

Article I - The United States Constitution
Operation Condor, which took place in the context of the Cold War, had the tacit approval of the United States due to its battle against terrorism. [clarification needed] In 1968, U.S. General Robert W. Porter stated that "in order to facilitate the coordinated employment of internal security forces within and among Latin American countries, we are ... endeavoring to foster inter-service and ...

Operation Condor - Wikipedia
The Bene Gesserit (/ˈbɛn i ˈdʒɛsərɪt/) are a key social, religious, and political force in Frank Herbert's fictional Dune universe. The group is described as an exclusive sisterhood whose members train their bodies and minds through years of physical and mental conditioning to obtain superhuman powers and abilities that can seem magical to outsiders.

Bene Gesserit - Wikipedia
The Shadow Government. Copyright © 1994 Constitution Society. Permission is hereby granted to copy for noncommercial use. Secret Rule. It is becoming increasingly ...

The Shadow Government - Constitution Society
The Senate inquiry’s report into the planned closure of coal-fired power stations will no doubt shed light on the compelling health reasons to close them. Coal-fired stations are a health hazard ...

Why coal-fired power stations need to shut on health grounds
From the Foreword to 'Cracking the Code- The Fascinating Truth About Taxation In America': It was not until the late 1990’s, when the Internal Revenue Code was digitized (and thus made searchable) that it became possible to decipher its deliberately confusing and misleading construction.

Cracking the Code-The Fascinating Truth About Taxation In ...
Locke versus Hobbes. by jamesd@echeque.com Locke and Hobbes were both social contract theorists, and both natural law theorists (Natural law in the sense of Saint Thomas Aquinas, not Natural law in the sense of Newton), but then the resemblance ends.

Locke versus Hobbes - Jim
Of those American vessels near the Argonne when first contact was made with the enemy, only the Washington was sufficiently massive to go out in a blast of yonder size and shape. If that was the case Captain Martin Diaz of the United States Astromilitary Corps was a dead man. The other ships of the line were too distant, traveling on vectors too unlike his own, for their scout boats to come ...

Astromilitary - Atomic Rockets
Governments must provide incentives for businesses to fix the global food system, not just punish them for acting irresponsibly, argues Lawrence Haddad. This month, the UK government introduces ...
Reward food companies for improving nutrition - nature.com
The President shall be Commander in Chief of the Army and Navy of the United States, and of the Militia of the several States, when called into the actual Service of the United States; he may require the Opinion, in writing, of the principal Officer in each of the executive Departments, upon any Subject relating to the Duties of their respective Offices, and he shall have Power to grant ...

Article II - The United States Constitution
By Greg Hunter's USAWatchdog.com (Early Sunday Release). Chris Powell, Treasurer and Secretary of the Gold Anti-Trust Action Committee (GATA), says price manipulation of all markets is a major problem the world faces.

This is Bigger than Gold & Silver Manipulation - Chris ...
I wish some one would offer a prize for a good, simple, and intelligent definition of the word “Government.” What an immense service it would confer on society!

Government, by Frederic Bastiat
Alabama. Constitution After the ratification of this Constitution, no new debt shall be created against, or incurred by the state, or its authority except to repel invasion or suppress insurrection, and then only by a concurrence of two-thirds of the members of each house of the legislature, and the vote shall be taken by yeas and nays and entered on the journals; provided, the governor may be ...

State Constitutional And Statutory Requirements For ...
PATHOCRACY: THE GLOBAL ORDER DO PSYCHOPATHS RULE THE WORLD? MEET THE PSYCHOPATHS (a partial list) Dick Cheney / Henry Kissinger / Roman Emperor Caligula / Margaret Thatcher / Madeleine Albright

PATHOCRACY: THE GLOBAL ORDER - PSYCHOPATHS, SOCIOPATHS ...
Mette Newth Norway, 2010. Censorship has followed the free expressions of men and women like a shadow throughout history. In ancient societies, for example China, censorship was considered a legitimate instrument for regulating the moral and political life of the population.

The Long History of Censorship - beaconforfreedom.org
THURSDAY, June 5, 1788.. Mr. HARRISON reported, from the committee of privileges and elections, that the committee had, according to order, had under their consideration the petition of Samuel Anderson, to them referred, and had come to a resolution thereupon, which he read in his place, and afterwards delivered in at the clerk's table, where the same was again twice read, and agreed to by the ...

Virgina Ratifying Convention: June 5, 1788 - DreamHost
Report No. 32726-GLB Rural Finance Innovations Topics and Case Studies April 2005 The World Bank Agriculture And Rural Development Department

Topics and Case Studies - World Bank
REAL WORLD ORDER WHO RULES THE WORLD? "NOT ALL CONSPIRACIES ARE THEORIES" There is a plan for the world - a New World Order - devised by a British/American/European financial elite of immense wealth and power, with centuries-old historical roots.
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